
2022 HSP agreement Price List Extra Prints

PRINT PRICES PER SHEET

$10.00 a sheet for all “portraiture style” photo shoots or any image printed from a “party” shoot.

Wallets (8) per sheet 
4x6 (3) per sheet
5x7 (2) per sheet
8x10 (1) per sheet
         
      Larger Print Pricing
11x14  (1)   $40
16x20  (1)   $85   mounted
20x24  (1)   $105 mounted

     Slim Hardback Canvas
11x14         $95
16x20         $115
20x24         $140

There is a 50% down payment required on all print orders before any prints will be 
ordered.  The balance is due before prints will be delivered.  

PRINT orders over $130.00 will receive a 10% discount OR a 6x9 lay flat photo book 
with 10-20 pages (matte press or pearl press paper only) for the discounted price of 
$125. (Retail $145) 
The book comes with up to 3 lines of standard debossing on the front cover; cover 
choices are Faux Leather or Brushed Eco Leather. Linen covers with standard deboss-
ing has a $5.00 upcharge; image covers will be $10 more but do not come with de-
bossing. To have your book pages printed with deep matte photographic paper will in-
cur an extra cost of $43.00 
No other discounts can be applied to receive this offer. 

We use a professional, local photo lab that uses 80 year archival ink and high quality 
photo paper to process our prints in order to guarantee quality and long lasting color; 
an assurance that generations of your family will continue to enjoy and remember the 
occasion from these prints. 

Hardback Slim Canvas Wraps are made from professional photographic paper.  
The local lab we use strips the paper backing from the print and then heat 
presses it into a thick 10 oz. canvas for a full, rich texture.  They then add a rigid 
board backing between the canvas and the frame before it’s wrapped so the cus-
tomer will never have to worry about rippling, sagging, or loose canvas.


